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Abstract

Introduction: Primary intracranial fibrosarcoma without prior irradiation is very rare occurrence. We compare the effect of different modalities of treatment of primary intracranial fibrosarcoma.

Case-report: A 30-years- old male underwent a complete excision of right frontoparietal mass, Histopathological diagnosis was fibrosarcoma. He received chemotherapy and irradiation. He was doing well at 18 months following primary cranial surgery.

Conclusion: Early diagnosis and prompt surgical excision followed by chemotherapy and radiotherapy can be started early after the surgical excision.

Introduction

Primary intracranial fibrosarcoma originating within the brain parenchyma or its meningeal cover are uncommon; it accounts for 1.5 –2 % of all intracranial neoplasm [1,2]. These tumours are thought to originate from mesenchymal cells in dura mater, leptomeninges, vascular adventitia, or stalk or choroid plexus [3,4]. Ultra-structural studies have suggested their origin from fibroblast

The meningotheial origin of fibrosarcoma-appear to be one of the most common histology including malignant* fibrous histiocytoma [5,6]. Tumour mass is usually located in the supratentorial compartment and often located superficially and adherent to dura mater. We report a case of fibrosarcoma located in the right frontoparietal region.

Case illustration

A 34-years old male presented with right focal motor seizure with secondary generalization for one year, which was not controlled with combination antiepileptic medication including phenytoin and phenobarbitone in adequate dosages, He had postictal right sided hemiparesis lasting for few weeks. On admission history included full course of antitubercular therapy for pulmonary Koch’s two years back. Neurological examination revealed bilateral papilloedema. Right sided upper motor neuron seventh cranial nerve paresis. Other cranial nerves were normal. Motor examination revealed hypertonia involving right upper and lower limb with muscle power of four (MRC). Right plantar reflex was extensor. Sensory examination revealed loss of cortical sensation over right side the body. Cranial computed tomography scan revealed 4.5X4 cm in size and homogenous, well-circumscribed mass located in the left parietal region with extension into posterior frontal lobe and marked perileisional edema and causing subfalcine herniation.

The patient underwent left pericoronal osteoplastic craniotomy with Midas drill. After dural opening, a white's greyish mass of hard consistency was visible on the surface. The tumour was non-encapsulated, and complete surgical excision was carried out. The histological diagnosis was fibro sarcoma. Histopathology showed a highly cellular tumour, consisted of sheets of spindle shaped cells in fascicular, arrangement, nuclear pleomorphism and high mitotic activity was observed. However, areas of necrosis were not evident. Immunohistochemical study demonstrated positivity for vimentin but negative for glial fibrillary acidic protein. The further systemic workup of the whole body including a x-jay chest, CT scan chest, and abdomen, ultrasound abdomen showed no extracranial disease foci could be located. The spinal x-ray also was normal. He was referred to chemotherapy and received vincristine, ifosfamide and Adriamycin combination with steroid were administered. A postoperative CT scan was normal; additionally also received a total of 56 Gy radiation therapies were given over 28 fractions. After surgery, although the seizure frequency has markedly reduced but mild hemiparesis still persisting. At the last follow-up at three years he was disease free

Discussion

Primary fibrosarcoma of the brain or meninges are very rare intracranial tumour, and its incidence in the previously reported series was 0.5- 2% [1,2]. However, more recent series suggested a very low incidence of 1 case, -among 402 children reported by Tomita and Gonzales – Cruse [6]. Further Paulus et al. reported only one case among 25,000 brain tumours. Thus, the changing incidence may be attributed to improvement in the diagnostic tools and changes in the classification [5]. These tumours are not associated with any typical symptomatology or signs that would be helpful in differentiating it from other central nervous system neoplasm [7,8].

Our patient had seizure as initial presentation several mechanisms are postulated for seizure associated with tumour [9]. Metabolic
disturbance, pH abnormalities, amino acid and neuro-receptor disturbance and immunological activity. The most plausible mechanism is intrinsic property of tumour cells membrane and their ability to generate action potential, pH disturbances, which directly caused alteration in neuronal excitability, possible through secondary effect on NMDA subclass of glutamate receptor. The focal seizure, which represents the brain hypo-function, with a variety of feature.

Radiation induced fibrosarcoma usually show a very long latent period of two years to 24 years but can occur even within several months following radiotherapy [9]. Gaspar et al. [2] reviewed nine cases of primary cerebral fibrosarcoma, four arose deep within cerebral hemisphere and remaining five cases involved the leptomeninges at cortical surface, these tumours may have very high rate of local recurrence. The recurrence usually occurred over a period ranging from few months to 5 years7 years but commonly within one year of surgery [8]. However, patients may present with chronic subdural haematoma due to meningeal spread.

In our case the diagnosis of the primary intracranial fibrosarcoma was based on detailed systemic survey, which did not reveal any other foci and histopathology confirmed the diagnosis of fibrosarcoma. The spindle cells in fascicular pattern the tumour with high mitotic rate and high cellular tumour. However, the sarcoma's transformation of the pre-existing brain neoplasm i.e. glioma and meningioma were excluded by negative Immunostaining of glial fibrillary acidic protein and epithelial membrane antigen respectively. Bisogno et al in a detailed literature search could get only 20 case report of primary intracranial fibrosarcoma and concluded very uncommon occurrence in paediatric population [2,5,6].

The management is still controversial but surgical excision followed by radiotherapy and chemotherapy advocated. Gaspar et al observed high incidence (44 %) of meningeal seeding and 44 % had systemic metastasis. Documented spinal arachnoid spread in two out of eight cases. These tumours presents with aggressive behaviour and used to invariably recur at the primary site despite aggressive surgical resection. Time for recurrence progression remains highly variable. It has local tendency to recur as fibrosarcoma doing elsewhere in the human body.

Extended surgical resection of intracranial sarcoma is not possible unlike sarcoma involving limbs Wide en block surgical excision cannot be performed [10,11]. Radiation therapy of 64-66 Gy is required for residual extremity sarcoma [10] but these represent the maximal tolerable limit of the normal brain. Bisogno et al 8 advised radiation therapy for residual tumour, however, they did not recommended craniospinal irradiation. Chang et al “disputed the role of adjuvant chemotherapy in treatment of fibrosarcoma irrespective of its location. However, Bisogno et reported good outcome with virtual disappearance of tumour and patient doing well were further advised radiotherapy and chemotherapy 44 month after the treatment. Overall, the prognosis of intracranial fibrosarcoma is poor. In 1984. Tomita and Gonzales reviewed 18 children with primary Central nervous system fibrosarcoma, only five were alive after 8 months only It is imperative that a combination of good surgical resection followed by early chemotherapy and radiotherapy can help in prolonging the recurrence free survival at least few months. It can be a good palliative therapy. In our case also chemotherapy and radiotherapy were administered after three months delay following the wide surgical excision.

Summary
The prognosis of intracranial fibrosarcoma is poor. As wide excision of intracranial fibrosarcoma is not possible, adequate microsurgical excision, however, priority based the adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy should be administered with a hope to prolong the recurrent free survival. However, being a rare entity.Ideal management modalities require a study involving larger size cohort in future.
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